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Dan DelMain
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Dan DelMain is a local Portland Bagpipes performer available for Weddings, Funerals and Parties.
503.347.8741
Portland Bagpipes and Bagpipers for your next Wedding, Funeral or Event. has been proudly serving the Oregon/SW Washington area with charming bagpipe music
for 10 years. Performances with bagpipes can be arranged for any oregon bagpipe engagement in the Oregon and SW Washington area. Bagpipes throughout history
have been used as powerful additions to a variety of occasions. From battlefields to celebrations, bagpipes set a mood that that can be somber or joyous. Traditionally
used to accompany dancers, the appeal of the pipes has spread worldwide and can be found everywhere from rock concerts to St. Patrick’s Day parades. Increase the
uniqueness of your wedding day when you walk down the aisle accompanied by a highland piper and ensure a ceremony your whole guest list will remember forever.
Honor the memories of loved ones life and loves with music as you remember them with your family and friends. The music of the great highland bagpipes can
arouse emotions of joy and sorrow, it can be haunting and awe-inspiring, and it will leave an indelible memory with anyone who hears it. I will be providing
recordings of all the solo tunes I play but for the time being I thought I would post a YouTube video of my band, the Portland Metro Pipe Band performing in
Portland in March of 2007. You cannot see me because I am playing on the other side of the pipe corps. This was our first performance ever so naturally we sound
much stronger now. The compilation of tunes is called a medley, which incorporates Reels, Jigs, Slow Aires, Hornpipes and Stathspeys. Check it out.
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